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SUMMARY A vocoder-based speech synthesis system, named WORLD, was developed in an effort to improve the sound quality of real-time applications using speech. Speech analysis, manipulation, and synthesis on the basis of vocoders are used in various kinds of speech research. Although several high-quality speech synthesis systems have been developed, real-time processing has been difficult with them because of their high computational costs. This new speech synthesis system has not only sound quality but also quick processing. It consists of three analysis algorithms and one synthesis algorithm proposed in our previous research. The effectiveness of the system was evaluated by comparing its output with against natural speech including consonants. Its processing speed was also compared with those of conventional systems. The results showed that WORLD was superior to the other systems in terms of both sound quality and processing speed. In particular, it was over ten times faster than the conventional systems, and the real-time factor (RTF) indicated that it was fast enough for real-time processing.
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1. Introduction

High-quality speech synthesis systems are being used in various applications, such as singing synthesizers [1] and voice conversion systems [2]. In particular, speech analysis, manipulation, and synthesis based on the idea of the vocoder [3] are widely used. Such systems consist of fundamental frequency (F0) and spectral envelope estimation algorithms and a synthesis algorithm that takes the estimated speech parameters. However, the speech synthesized by most of the conventional vocoder systems is inferior to that of waveform-based systems [4]. An exception is a vocoder-based system called STRAIGHT [5], which is capable of high-quality speech synthesis. STRAIGHT also makes it easy to manipulate speech, and its technology has been used in various studies. Other speech synthesis systems have been proposed such as phase vocoder [6], PSOLA [7], and sinusoidal model [8], and high-quality speech synthesis remains a popular research topic.

Real-time processing is another topic of speech synthesis research. For example, voice conversion for Karaoke [9] requires real-time analysis and synthesis. Real-time STRAIGHT [10] has been proposed as a way to meet the demand for real-time processing, but the simplified algorithm it uses degrades the quality of the synthesized speech. Real-time singing morphing [11] has the same problem. TANDEM-STRAIGHT [12], [13] is supposed to be a simplified version that outputs almost all the same parameters as STRAIGHT. Although the system works well, it is hard to use it for real-time speech analysis and synthesis.

This paper describes a high-quality speech synthesis system, named WORLD, to meet the requirements of not only high sound quality but also real-time processing. WORLD consists of three algorithms for obtaining three speech parameters and a synthesis algorithm that takes these parameters as input. Our previous research [14]–[17] carried out individual evaluations on WORLD. In this paper, we report a series of evaluations of its sound quality and processing speed. We also discuss its effectiveness on the basis of the results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we give an overview of WORLD and the differences between it and conventional systems. In Sect. 3, we evaluate it in terms of sound quality and processing speed. In Sect. 4, we discuss its effectiveness. Finally in Sect. 5, we conclude with a brief summary and mention of future work.

2. Overview of WORLD

Figure 1 illustrates the processing of the system. First, the F0 contour is estimated with DIO [14], [15]. Second, the spectral envelope is estimated with CheapTrick [16], [18], which uses not only the waveform but also the F0 information. Third, the excitation signal is estimated with PLAT- INUM and used as an aperiodic parameter [17]. PLAT- INUM uses the waveform, F0, and spectral envelope information. Its definition of the aperiodic parameter is different from that of STRAIGHT (here, it is referred to as Legacy- STRAIGHT) or that of TANDEM-STRAIGHT.

WORLD cannot manipulate the aperiodic parameter as well as Legacy-STRAIGHT or TANDEM-STRAIGHT. On the other hand, it can manipulate the F0 and spectral envelope in the same manner as them [17]. The features of each algorithm are briefly explained below.

2.1 DIO: F0 Estimation Algorithm [14], [15]

F0 is defined as the inverse of the smallest period of a peri-
Fig. 1 Overview of the developed system. WORLD consists of three analysis algorithms for determining the F0, spectral envelope, and aperiodic parameters and a synthesis algorithm incorporating these parameters.

Fig. 2 Four intervals used for calculating an F0 candidate and its reliability. If the filtered signal only consists of the fundamental component, the four intervals indicate the same value.

WORLD uses a rapid and reliable F0 estimation algorithm, named DIO [14]. Even though it is much faster than other algorithms such as YIN [21] and SWIPE [22], its estimation performance is not inferior to theirs [15].

DIO consists of three steps. The first step is low-pass filtering with different cutoff frequencies. If the filtered signal only consists of the fundamental component, it forms a sine wave with a period of $T_0$, which is the fundamental period. Since the target F0 is unknown, many filters with different cutoff frequencies are used in this step.

The second step is to calculate the F0 candidates and their reliabilities in each filtered signal. Since a signal that consists of only the fundamental component forms a sine wave with different intervals of the waveform, i.e., the positive and negative zero-crossing intervals and peak and dip intervals, shown in Fig. 2 have the same value. Their standard deviation is therefore associated with the reliability measure, and their average is defined as an F0 candidate. In the third step, the candidate with the highest reliability is selected.

2.2 CheapTrick: Spectral Envelope Estimation Algorithm [16], [18]

The spectral envelope is also an important parameter in speech processing, and Cepstrum and linear predictive coding (LPC) [23] are typical algorithms for determining it. Although many algorithms based on these ones have been developed, they are not able to synthesize natural speech. The main problem is that the estimated result depends on the temporal position, so it is crucial to remove its influence, i.e., the time-varying component, while maintaining estimation accuracy. Legacy-STRAGHT and TANDEM-STRAGHT were developed as algorithms to meet the requirements for high-quality speech synthesis. A number of other algorithms [24], [25] have been proposed for the same purpose.

WORLD uses an accurate spectral envelope estimation algorithm called CheapTrick [16], [18]. CheapTrick is based on the idea of pitch synchronous analysis [26] and uses a Hanning window with the length of $3T_0$. First, the power spectrum is calculated on the basis of the windowed waveform. The overall power of the windowed waveform is temporally stabilized using the following equation:

$$\int_0^{3T_0} (y(t)w(t))^2 dt = 1.125 \int_0^{T_0} y^2(t)dt, \quad (1)$$

where $y(t)$ represents the waveform, and $w(t)$ represents the window function.

Then, the power spectrum is smoothed with a rectangular window of width $2\omega_0/3$, as follows:

$$P_s(\omega) = \frac{3}{2\omega_0} \int_{-\frac{\omega_0}{2}}^{\frac{\omega_0}{2}} P(\omega + \lambda) d\lambda, \quad (2)$$

where $\omega_0$ is defined as $2\pi/T_0$. 
Finally, specialized liftering is carried out:

\[ P_l(\omega) = \exp\left( F \left[ l_s(\tau)q(\tau)p_s(\tau) \right] \right), \] (3)

\[ l_s(\tau) = \frac{\sin(\pi f_0 \tau)}{\pi f_0 \tau}, \] (4)

\[ l_q(\tau) = \bar{q}_0 + 2\bar{q}_1 \cos\left( \frac{2\pi \tau}{T_0} \right), \] (5)

\[ p_s(\tau) = F^{-1}\left[ \log (P_s(\omega)) \right], \] (6)

where \( l_s(\tau) \) represents the liftering function for smoothing the logarithmic power spectrum and removing the time-varying component. \( l_q(\tau) \) represents the liftering function for spectral recovery. This recovery function improves the estimation performance. \( p_s(\tau) \) represents the Cepstrum of the power spectrum \( P_s(\omega) \). The symbols \( F[\cdot] \) and \( F^{-1}[\cdot] \) represent the Fourier transform and its inverse transform. \( \bar{q}_0 \) and \( \bar{q}_1 \) are the parameters for spectral recovery. In [16], 1.18 and -0.09 were obtained as the values of \( \bar{q}_0 \) and \( \bar{q}_1 \).

2.3 PLATINUM: Aperiodic Parameter Extraction Algorithm [17]

Mixed excitation [27] and aperiodicity [28] have usually been used to synthesize natural speech. In Legacy-STRAIGHT and TANDEM-STRAIGHT, aperiodicity is used as a speech parameter for synthesizing both periodic and aperiodic signals [29], [30]. WORLD takes another approach, one based on PLATINUM [17]. Legacy-STRAIGHT and TANDEM-STRAIGHT use the aperiodicity, whereas WORLD uses the excitation signal directly calculated from the waveform, F0, and spectral envelope.

PLATINUM windows the waveform by using a window with a length of \( 2T_0 \). The spectrum of the windowed signal \( X(\omega) \) is divided by the minimum phase spectrum \( S_m(\omega) \). \( S_m(\omega) \) is calculated as follows.

\[ S_m(\omega) = \exp\left( F[c_m(\tau)] \right), \] (7)

\[ c_m(\tau) = \begin{cases} 2c(\tau) & (\tau > 0) \\ c(\tau) & (\tau = 0) \\ 0 & (\tau < 0) \end{cases}, \] (8)

\[ c(\tau) = F^{-1}\left[ \log(P_l(\omega)) \right], \] (9)

The extracted excitation signal \( x_p(t) \) is expressed as

\[ x_p(t) = F^{-1}[X_p(\omega)], \] (10)

\[ X_p(\omega) = \frac{X(\omega)}{S_m(\omega)}. \] (11)

In PLATINUM, the temporal positions associated with each vocal cord vibration must be determined, and the F0 contour and waveform are used to determine them. First, the voiced section is determined; then, the temporal center position \( t_v \) of the section is determined. After that, an interval, \( t_v \pm T_0 \), is calculated, and the temporal position within it that has the maximum value of \( y(t)^2 \) is determined as the origin. Once the origin is determined, the vocoder-based synthesis algorithm automatically calculates the other vocal cord positions, defined as the origins of each impulse response on the basis of the F0 contour. This process is carried out on all voiced sections.

2.4 Synthesis Algorithm

Legacy-STRAIGHT and TANDEM-STRAIGHT calculate each vocal cord vibration independently from the periodic and aperiodic responses. TANDEM-STRAIGHT uses the periodic response directly, while Legacy-STRAIGHT manipulates the group delay to avoid buzzy timbre [31].

In WORLD, the vocal cord vibration is calculated on the basis of the convolution of the minimum phase response and the extracted excitation signal. Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of all the systems. WORLD has fewer convolutions than Legacy-STRAIGHT or TANDEM-STRAIGHT do, so its computational cost is lower. The F0 information is used to determine the temporal positions of the origin of each vocal cord vibration. Figure 4 illustrates examples of an input waveform and the excitation signals and synthesized waveforms of each system. In the cases of Legacy- and TANDEM-STRAIGHT, since the excitation signal depends on not only the spectral envelope but also the aperiodicity, it was calculated from the flattened spectral envelope. The synthesized waveforms of these systems are different, but the waveform synthesized by WORLD seems to be the most similar one to the input waveform.

2.5 Implementation

The system was implemented in C-language and in Matlab (both versions are available at our Website†). As the latest version of Legacy-STRAIGHT is only in Matlab, the evaluations described below used the Matlab versions of all the

†http://ml.cs.yamanashi.ac.jp/world/
systems in order to make a fair comparison of their processing speeds.

3. Evaluation

The subjective evaluation was based on MUSHRA (Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor) [32], and it and the processing speed evaluation compared WORLD against Legacy-STRaight and TANDEM-STRaight. Legacy-STRaight used nearly defect-free (NDF) F0 trajectory extraction [33], its most accurate F0 estimation algorithm.

3.1 Analysis and Synthesis Commands of Each System

All of the systems have tuning parameters that the user can set in order to reduce the estimation error and improve performance. A brief optimization was carried out, and the results showed that tuning can make all of the systems perform better in specific situations. Since the tunings affect the quality of the synthesized speech, their influence should be avoided when making evaluations of the actual performance of the systems. Thus, no manual parameter tunings were carried out.

The version of WORLD was v0.1.4_2. The analysis and synthesis commands of this version are as follows.

1. \( f_0 = \text{Dio}(x, f_s); \)
2. \( \text{spec} = \text{CheapTrick}(x, f_s, f_0); \)
3. \( \text{source} = \text{Platinum}(x, f_0, \text{spec}); \)
4. \( y = \text{SynthesisByWORLD}(\text{source}, \text{spec}); \)

where \( x \) represents the input waveform, and \( f_s \) represents the sampling frequency. \( y \) represents the synthesized speech. In WORLD, since \( \text{source} \) includes both F0 and the excitation signal, the synthesis function only uses \( \text{source} \) and \( \text{spec} \).

The version of TANDEM-STRaight was Tandem-STRaightmonolithicPackage004TestRev. Its analysis and synthesis commands are as follows.

1. \( f_0 = \text{exF0cand}i\text{matesT STRAIGHTGB}(x, f_s); \)
2. \( f_0 = \text{autoF0Tracking}(f_0, x); \)
3. \( f_0.vuv = \text{refineVoicingDecision}(x, f_0); \)
4. \( \text{source} = \text{aperiodicityRatioSigmoid}(x, f_0, 1, 2, 0); \)
5. \( \text{spec} = \text{exSpectrumT STRAIGHTGB}(x, fs, \text{source}); \)
6. \( y = \text{exTandemSTRAIGHTsynthN}(\text{source}, \text{spec}); \)

In TANDEM-STRaight, the result of first estimation is modified by the other algorithm. \( vuv \) represents the voiced/unvoiced information. \( \text{source} \) includes both F0 and the aperiodicity. The synthesis function therefore uses \( \text{source} \) and \( \text{spec} \). The arguments used for the aperiodic-
Table 1 Analysis conditions for each method. Lower and upper limits are the parameters for the F0 estimation and define the search range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>WORLD</th>
<th>TANDEM</th>
<th>Legacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame shift (ms)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower limit (Hz)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper limit (Hz)</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT size (sample)</td>
<td>2,048</td>
<td>2,048</td>
<td>2,048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Characteristics of the speech used in the evaluation.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of speakers</td>
<td>4 (2 males and 2 females)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of speech</td>
<td>40 (10 words per speaker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kind of speech</td>
<td>4-mora word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling / Quantization</td>
<td>48 kHz / 16 bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total length</td>
<td>32.18 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tyRatioSigmoid function were the default parameters. The series of commands and the parameters were the same as those in the tutorial of TANDEM-STRAIGHT.

The version of Legacy-STRAIGHT was STRAIGHTV40.006b. The analysis and synthesis commands are as follows.

1. \([f0, ap]\) = extrastsources\((x, fs)\);
2. \(\text{spec} = \text{extraightspec}(x, f0, fs)\);
3. \(y = \text{extraightsynth}(f0, \text{spec}, ap, fs)\);

In Legacy-STRAIGHT, F0 and aperiodicity are estimated at the same time.

Table 1 lists the common parameters for speech analysis. The frame shift of Legacy-STRAIGHT is different from those of TANDEM-STRAIGHT and WORLD. The lower and upper limits are the parameters for the F0 estimation and are used to define the search range. There are many parameters in each algorithm; the default parameters were used in each case in order to evaluate only the actual performance of the systems.

3.2 Characteristics of Speech Used in the Evaluation

A database consisting of four-mora words was used for the evaluation. The conditions are listed in Table 2. In particular, the speech included consonants. This is in contrast to past evaluations of conventional systems that used speech consisting of only vowels [16], [17].

Figure 5 illustrates the cumulative distribution calculated from all F0 contours. The F0 contour used for the graph was estimated by NDF, which could cover widest range of F0. This graph shows that almost all the F0s were from 100 to 300 Hz.

3.3 Subjective Evaluation of Sound Quality

Table 3 lists the conditions of the subjective evaluation. Ten subjects with normal hearing ability participated. Each subject used a GUI to rate the score. A snapshot of the GUI is shown in Fig. 6. Each evaluation set consisted of a piece of original speech and four pieces of anonymous speech, which consisted of a piece of original speech and three pieces of speech synthesized with WORLD, TANDEM-STRAIGHT, and Legacy-STRAIGHT. Since the evaluation was based on MUSHRA, subjects were instructed to give full marks (100 points) to at least one piece of speech.

Figure 7 illustrates the results. The vertical axis represents the MUSHRA score associated with the sound quality. The error bar represents the 95% confidence interval. The results of all speech show that the developed system was superior to the others. There were significant differences between all combinations (all p-values are under 0.0001).

The synthesized male speech showed the largest significant differences. Specifically, male speech synthesized with TANDEM-STRAIGHT and Legacy-STRAIGHT had lower
sound quality than that of female speech. The differences in the female speech were therefore relatively smaller. In particular, there was no significant difference between WORLD and Legacy-STRAIGHT for female speech. These results suggest that WORLD was superior to the other systems on male speech and as good as Legacy-STRAIGHT on female speech.

3.4 Evaluation of Processing Speed

The systems were evaluated in terms of the real time factor (RTF). A mobile PC (Intel Core i7-3540M CPU 3.00 GHz, and 16.0 GB RAM) was used, and the version of Matlab was R2013a. All systems were implemented in Matlab, and no parallel processing was used in the evaluation. Note that the analysis parameters varied among the systems. In particular, frame shift directly affects the processing speed, and the smaller value was used in Legacy-STRAIGHT.

Figure 8 illustrates the results. The horizontal axis represents the RTF. The RTF is 1 if an input signal lasting $n$ s was processed in $n$ s. Legacy-STRAIGHT estimated the F0 and aperiodicity at the same time, so its F0 plot contains both results. The results in this case clearly show that only WORLD had an RTF that reflected a real-time processing capability.

The algorithms of WORLD were superior to the algorithms of the other systems in terms of processing speed. In Legacy-STRAIGHT, since the frame shift was set to 1 ms, the RTF of the spectral envelope estimation was much worse than those of the other algorithms. However, even if the frame shift was set to 5 ms, its RTF was still the worst.

4. Discussion

The results indicated that WORLD is capable of not only high-quality speech synthesis but also real-time processing. In this section, we discuss the system’s effectiveness.

4.1 Sound Quality of Synthesized Speech

The speech synthesized with WORLD had the best sound quality of all the synthesized speech. For example, the frame shift of Legacy-STRAIGHT was set to 1 ms, whereas that of WORLD was set to 5 ms. Furthermore, Legacy-STRAIGHT also used the group delay manipulation in synthesis as the technique for improving sound quality. Despite such an adverse condition, WORLD performed the best.

On the other hand, since DIO requires high-SNR speech, WORLD cannot synthesize natural speech from speech including additive noise. In particular, voiced/unvoiced estimation errors may degrade its sound quality. Thus, an important task for the future is to improve the noise robustness of WORLD.

The qualitative evaluation was carried out on the subjective listening tests. The differences in sound quality between the original speech and that of WORLD appeared at the boundaries of the phonemes. Moreover, the speech synthesized by WORLD differed from that of the other systems not only at the phoneme boundaries but also in terms of the sound quality of vowels. Specifically, the vowels of male speech synthesized with TANDEM-STRAIGHT were rated worse than those of the other systems. The main reason would be the phase difference in synthesized speech. Humans can easily perceive phase differences in speech with lower F0 compared with speech with higher F0 [34], and this suggests that an approximation using the minimum phase is inappropriate for low-pitch speech. Since the group delay manipulation of Legacy-STRAIGHT can improve the sound quality of low-pitch speech, this manipulation may have been one of the factors contributing to the difference between the results of TANDEM-STRAIGHT and Legacy-STRAIGHT. Phase information is currently being used [35], and the results suggest that it can improve sound quality. In the future, we should try to improve WORLD by incorporating an efficient phase modeling.

The robustness of the F0 and spectral envelope manipulation has already been evaluated [17]. However, it is difficult to discuss the quality of pitch-shifted speech for unvoiced speech. In particular, since the systems of the evalu-
ation used different aperiodic parameters, the sound quality depended on the algorithm for manipulating F0. Pitch manipulation algorithms for each system need to be developed, and another subjective evaluation with pitch-shifted speech should be carried out.

Several performance indices have been proposed for evaluating spectral envelopes. However, the most popular ones, i.e., perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) and log-spectral distance (LSD), are useful for telephony system evaluations, but not appropriate for high-quality speech synthesizers. This situation points to the need for a new evaluation index for speech sampled at a high sampling rate.

4.2 Processing Speed

The experiments demonstrated that WORLD was superior to other systems in terms of processing speed. Here, let us discuss its advantages in this regard. The F0 estimations of the other systems require a computationally intensive short time Fourier transform (STFT) in each frame. On the other hand, DIO filters the whole waveform and calculates the zero-crossing intervals much faster than STFT. Moreover, the other systems use two power spectra to calculate the spectral envelope, while CheapTrick uses only one. In the aperiodic parameter estimation, TANDEM-STRAIGHT uses an inverse matrix, while Legacy-STRAIGHT requires post-processing after calculating with a 1-ms frame shift. Although it is difficult to compare the computational costs of WORLD and TANDEM-STRAIGHT, PLATINUM has the advantage that it requires no post-processing, unlike Legacy-STRAIGHT. Finally, WORLD can synthesize speech by making a simple convolution, as shown in Fig. 3.

All of the systems were implemented in Matlab, and their processing speeds would improve if they were implemented in other computer languages such as C. Since the F0 estimations of WORLD and TANDEM-STRAIGHT can be parallelizable, using a graphics processing unit (GPU) would dramatically increase the processing speed. WORLD and TANDEM-STRAIGHT already have been implemented in C, and their processing speeds need to be optimized. Increasing the processing speed of the analysis and synthesis parts would enable us to develop a real-time voice conversion system. Such systems require processing for the parameter conversion, and a reduction in computational costs would give leeway for this conversion.

The processing speeds of the synthesis parts of all systems depended on F0 because their algorithms synthesized each vocal cord vibration. The use of a real-time synthesizer such as Vocaine [36] would be another way to improve WORLD.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

A high-quality speech synthesis system, named WORLD, was developed. WORLD consists of modern algorithms for estimating speech parameters. In a series of evaluations, the quality of sound synthesized with it was found to be superior to that of other synthesis systems. WORLD also worked ten times faster than the other systems.

We plan to use WORLD for voice conversion purposes such as voice morphing [37] and statistic parametric speech synthesis [38]. Its real-time applications include a singing synthesizer. WORLD is now available in the form of C and Matlab implementations. To improve convenience, we will implement it on other platforms. We will also develop Web APIs and embedded systems using digital signal processing (DSP) and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).
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